How the GIALife Pendant Works

The GIALife pendant technology emits subtle energies that strengthen the wearer’s biofield. It helps dissipate biologically meaningless and stress producing currents caused by EMF exposure (or other stress factors) on the biofield, and restore proper communication between cells.

**What is the BIOFIELD?** The Biofield is a matrix of natural electromagnetic fields that connect cells, tissues and organs and serve as the main communication network and regulator of life processes. The biofield concept was recognized by National Institute of Health (NIH) in 1994 to “involve electromagnetic bio-information for regulating homeodynamics.” According to Beverly Rubik, PhD, Bio-Physicist and Advisory Panel Member to the NIH, “The rapid signal propagation of electromagnetic fields comprising the biofield as well as its holistic properties may account for the rapid, holistic effects of certain alternative and complementary medical interventions.”

When your Biofield is exposed to external stress (i.e. EMF) it literally contracts, as this image illustrates. The Biofield is your first line of defense against stress caused by EMF and other factors. When this field weakens, your body’s health gets compromised.

The **GIALife Pendant** strengthens and balances the biofield. A strong biofield maintains a healthy state of well-being and helps the body cope with stress and avoid health problems.

**Powered by Advanced Proprietary Technology**

At the core of why the **GIALife Pendant** works is its proprietary technology, the **Energy Resonance Technology (ERT)**. ERT was developed from the cumulative knowledge of scientific pioneers such as Samuel Hahnemann, Wilhelm Reich, Nicola Tesla, Winfried Otto Schumann, George Lakhowski, Fritz Popp, Alexander Lowen and others. The technology uniquely connects core principles in the fields of bioenergetics,
quantum physics and molecular biology. The core charging technology was developed by a group of bioenergetics innovators from Central Europe and North America. Here’s a more technical explanation of how the beneficial frequencies are programmed into the GIALife pendant:

“During activation or charging, a material ‘carrier’ is exposed to a powerful subtle energy field in an Energy Elevation Chamber (EEC), also known as a Hollow Room Resonator. This process of so-called entrainment takes place over a specific time period and transforms the carrier into an effective subtle energy transmitter. The carriers chosen effectively harness and emit subtle energies, as well as compatibly interacting with subtle energy structures including a person’s endogenous electro-magnetic field or biofield. After entrainment, the carriers produce beneficial effects on physical structures that correlate to the subtle energy structures.

“ERT interventions are charged with proprietary blends of harmonic frequency-spectra and subsequently stored onto the molecular structure of the carrier inside the EEC. During entrainment, photons trigger a molecular chain reaction in the carrier. Through elevation of an electron to a higher trajectory, photons are emitted that in turn stimulate other molecules. As a result, an intense subtle energy chain reaction is triggered. These subtle energy fields, when targeted at molecular mechanisms, exert a normalizing and regulating effect.”